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Tera ebon tower guide

These posts will cover all Vanguard Requests from level 20 to 65 for dungeons and BAM Solo hunts. Vanguard requests will be unlocked as soon as they reach level 20. This will give you the fastest options to level from 20 to 65. The two types of cutting-edge requests you'll want to focus on are dungeon and solo requests for BAMs. Open the vanguard
requests window with the 'h' key by default. It won't work until you're level 20.Making dungeons backwards is the fastest way to level. By filling in time with BAM Vanguards, make sure you keep advancing to 65.Make sure you have recommended either Dungeons and Marked Solo. The dungeon vanguard application has two requirements: be the right level
and have a high enough item level. Once you don't level a cutting-edge request, it won't appear although you can still run the dungeon if you want. Your xp rewards of killing crowds and bosses will be reduced. Your item level is based on a weighted average of your equipment. You can see the level of your item in the HP and MP bar and in your character
profile. The BAM VanguardsBAM Solo Vanguards are important because they will quickly put you in front of BAMs that you can grow for XP. In theory, you can find an appropriate BAM for any level to get equipment and XP, but in practice it is easier to just use those that they point to you. Not all BAMs are properly sized to the level you will fight. They also
sometimes drop gears a little higher than the range you would be fighting against them. In this case, it is recommended to fight them for a little longer so that you can use the equipment they dropped before moving on. If you're shutting up at the same time, then that's less of a problem. The boxes below will cover the item level requirements for dungeons and
what gear level the dungeons and BAMs will drop. They also cover the locations for the BAMs in case you need to pick up some gear at a specific level that you missed going through a dungeon. Dungeon: Complete Lok's Bastion! Levels 20 to 25Solo: Clear The GodricLevels Farm 22 to 25BAM Types: Nagas and KumasLocated in: Southern Arun -&gt;
Arcadia -&gt; Celestial Hills (21-25)Nearest City or Teleport Location:LumbertownMurical FisheryNotice as the gear dropped is level 26, but the level range for these BAMs is 22 to 25? If you're not getting a Bastion of Lok queue, it can be beneficial to keep hitting the Nagas and Kumas here until you reach level 26 so you can trade in your new gear. The
Fimbrilisks will also release the march level 26. Solo: Hunt FimbrilisksLevels 25 to 27Locado in: Southern Arun -&gt; Poporia -&gt; Cliffs of Insanity mais próxima ou Teleport Local:PoplionLilith's Keep and Ruinous Manor EntranceDungeon: Complete Sinestral Manor! Níveis 26 a 31Solo: Hunt OvolithsLevels 27 a 30Locado em: Southern Arun -&gt; Poporia -
&gt; Vale of Fang (24-29)Cidade mais próxima ou Teleport Local:PoplionSinestral Manor Manor Hunt Dusky BasilisksLevels 30 to 32Locado in: Southern Arun -&gt; Val Aureum -&gt; Basilisk Crag (27-30)Nearest City or Teleport Location:Dungeon: Complete Saravash's Ascent! Levels 32 to 36Solo: Hunt Labyrinth DenizensLevels 32 to 34BAM Types: Giants
and Vulcans Located in: Southern Arun -&gt; Ostgarath -&gt; Ascension Valley (31-32)Nearest City or Local Teleport:Giants and Vulcans in the Labyrinth are of very low density. Unless there is a side room that has been lost, there are only 2 of them between 2 bedrooms per canal. You will have to channel swap to get the next set and repeat until you go
around. The first set must have resurfaced when you are on the first channel. Solo: Hunt Lurking TeralithsLevels 34 to 36Located in: Southern Arun -&gt;Poporia -&gt; Lake of Tears (33-36)Nearest City or Teleport Location:Dungeon: Cultist's Complete Refuge! Levels 35 to 42Solo: Gladiators Giant Fighter 36 to 37Located in: Southern Arun -&gt;Val Aureum -
&gt; Colosal Ruins (3 5-38)Nearest city or teleport Location:TulafanDark arrives at the entrances to the CitadelSolo: Hunt Desert Lightning KumasesLevels 37 to 41Located in: Southern Arun -&gt; &lt;0&gt;Val Aureum -&gt; Aurum Road (35-38)Nearest City or Teleport Location:Dungeon: Necromancer TombLevels 41 to 47Solo : Hunt Patient
LithikumasesLevels 41 to 43Locado in: South Shara -&gt; The Blessing Basin &gt; (38-41)Nearest City or Teleport Location:Important : Be careful not to accidentally attack level 65 Vulcan BAMs here! They're going to shoot you while they level. There are more than 65 years of searching for history in this area. Luckily they have a very tight aggro range, so
you should be fine as long as you don't poke them. Also, note that you have higher equipment than the level range for these BAMs. Consider reaching 44 now before going to the Hydraths Onyx so you can swap up to the new gear beforehand. Both Hydraths and Basilisks XP on this track seems slow. Being able to kill them faster will help a little. Solo: Hunt
Onyx HydrathsLevels 43 to 46Located in: Southern Shara -&gt; Westonia -&gt; Tempest Reach (41-43)Nearest City or Local Teleport:Acarum then teleport local to Beacon GarrisonS Hunt Ravenous BasilisksLevels 46 to 49Located at: Southern Shara -&gt; Val Palrada -&gt; Feral Valley North (45-46)Nearest City or Teleport Location:Frontera? The entrance
to the Red Refuge is much closer. Dungeon: Complete the Golden Maze! Levels 48 to 53Solo: Hunt Naga BattlemastersLevels 49 to 51Leased in: Southern Arun -&gt; Ostgarath -&gt; Serpentis Isle (47-51)Nearest City or Teleport Location:Castanica then teleport to The BeachheadSolo: Hunt Naga LeviathansLevels 51 to 51 53Locado in: Southern Arun -&gt;
Ostgarath -&gt; Serpentis Isle nearest or Teleport Location:Castanica then teleport to The BeachheadDungeon: Complete Saleron's Sky GardenLevels 53 to 57Solo: Clean Up the HatcheryLevels 53 to 56BAM Types : Fimbrilisks and NagasLocated at: North Shara -&gt; -&gt; -&gt; Amena Quatla (52-54)Nearest city or teleport Location:Dragonfall then teleport
location to Accipiter WatchpostDungeon: Complete the Maze of TerrorLevels 56 to 58Solo: Hunt Sandlurker LizardsLevels 56 to 59Located in: Southern Shara -&gt; Val Elenium -&gt; Tor Exsul (53-57)Closest Town or Teleport Location:Elenea, local teleport to Manafire OutpostTry to line up at Ebon Tower at this time instead of continuing in BAMs. The
Guardians of Orisks and Ruins are stronger than the equipment you'll use leading to them. If you're going to get stuck in BAMs, try to reach 60 in Sandlurker Lizards and acquire level 60 gear from lower mobs before fighting the Orisks. They spin a lot and go one shot with their short-range AoE attack. Whether you can find a level 65 friend or a random friendly
stranger to run The Tower of Ebony with you, you can shorten each run to about 6 minutes. Depending on your level difference, you may not get XP from the mafias and some of the bosses. This is mainly a problem at level 58 and even less at 59 and 60.Se you are running Ebon Tower with other levelers, it can be helpful to pick up the level 62 equipment
from the BAMs around Highwatch to make the bosses go faster. Much faster. Tower of Ebony will only give you gear up to level 60.Dungeon: Complete the Ebon TowerLevels 58 to 64Solo: Hunt OrisksLevels 60 to 62Leased in: North Arun -&gt; Val Oriyn -&gt; Spring Valley (61-62)Nearest City or Teleport Location:Highwatch, then teleport local to Amadjuak
Trading PostSolo: Hunt Ruins GuardiansLevels 62 to 64Located at: Northern Arun -&gt; Val Oriyn -&gt; Ex Prima (62-63)Nearest City or Teleport Site :Highwatch, then local teleport to Qeldar StationNote that there were some dungeons skipped. Kelsaik's Nest, Balder Temple, Argon Corpus, and Manaya Core. They appear in story missions, but not all have
associated avant-garde requests. They also don't give much XP for the effort, so you may want to go back to these after finishing leveling as part of your story quest adventure. You can get each of the leveling weapons through a box purchased at Highwatch. This requires you to have a character who has finished leveling and has 350 cutting-edge reward
credits available. Use the Redeem button in Vanguard Orders to teleport in front of an NPC named Sionne. She sells two boxes of equipment called Seren's Chest of Weapons and Dagon's Weapon Chest. Seren's chest will give you a level 12 weapon, and a box for level 20. This is repeated to level the level 64 weapon. The Dagon Weapon chest covers
weapons for level 58 to 64, but also costs 2500 vangurd credits and is debatable as the Seren will give you the Weapons. If you're leveling an alt, consider picking up a Box of Seren from the start so you don't have to waste time cultivating a higher-level weapon as you're leveling the power. There's a lot to do at 65. If you want to continue progressing, follow
follow Purple mission markers to pass through Pre-Apex, Apex, and then to the 65+ line of mission that leads to Exodor. There is a great list of things posted here. With patch 92, the search line progression in 65 was reorganized a bit. The Pre-Apex material that primarily introduced the solo content and geared you up has been moved to level 68 and now you
go straight to the Apex Banquet mission line. Then jump to the Apex search guide for now and then you can use the pre-apex mission as a reference to what's available. Dungeon Overview By TERA EU Official While searching the lands of TERA, the game's tortuous and revolving plot will take you to some truly wonderful locations, some of which have a
radiant alien delicacy, others have a robust beauty of their own. On occasion, you will be sent to some of the most dangerous areas of the game in order to complete important missions, these areas are the dark dungeons. Inside these dungeons, you'll have the most aggressive and brutal monsters hidden. Gather your friends, grab your weapons, and build a
team to fight tera's most evil creatures. It will be your task to end their reign of terror! in: Dungeon stubs, Northern Shara (Dungeons) Edit Comments Share Dungeon stub It's time to take action. --ElleonThis article is a dungeon stub, a very short article to provide more than rudimentary information about a dungeon. You can help tera wiki by expanding it by
editing. Located inContinent: North SharaProvince: LorcadaZone: Valley of SpiresSub-Zone: Ebon Tower It is a 5-person dungeon that is available for entry for players at level 58, and has an average item level requirement of 124. Dungeon also had hard mode available at level 60. The hard mode was removed when the level cap was increased to 65. In the
summer of 2019, the leveling of the changes was converted into a 3-man format. To complete the mission (Thulsa's Doom) related to the dungeon you have to run the solo version. Dungeon Denizens[edit | edit source] Maceris, Fleshfiend Arachnen (Arachnen, 1st level, Hall of Shadows) after the boss is killed, the optional teleporter for the 5th floor appears
Durzured, Vardas (minibosses, Secundus level) General Kanmur (Tertius level) Krivalga (quartus level) Kaersidar, Thulsa's Reaver (Vulcan chief, Chamber of Anguish on the 5th level) Bloodstone, Teralith of Thulsa (Tomb of Torment on the 5th level) Thulsa , God of Death (spider-shaped) Normal Mafias[edit | source of editing] Normal mafias are mainly
Ksharan mafias (skeleton) with few painweavers aracnennen and zuulhounds. Quartus' level has few Iskaragards. The quintus level has numerous argon crowds. Small Mobs[edit | edit source] starting the level of Quartus argon mobs spawn. Miscellaneous Mobs[edit | source of NPCs[edit | edit source] [edit | edit source] Gallery[edit | edit source]
References[edit | edit source] Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noted. Noted.
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